Child cycle tests
Profion beicio i blant

Child cycle training
Hyfforddiant beicio i blant

Cycle event
50 yards
Digwyddiad beicio
50 llath

Cycle event
50 yards
Digwyddiad beicio
50 llath

Cycles crossing
100 yds
Belcwyrnyn croesi
100 llath

Notes:
1. The legend is from the Transport Heavy alphabet at the 'x'—heights shown.
2. The outlines of the tiles do not form part of the sign.
3. The colours are as follows:
   Background ———— White
   Legend, arrow & border ———— Black
4. These plates are for use with the warning triangle shown on diagram 950.
5. The illumination of the sign must accord with the requirements of the current 'Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions'.
6. The 'x'—heights shown are given in millimetres, all other dimensions are given in stroke widths (i.e. 1s/w = 1/4 'x'—height).
7. The sign is designed in accordance with the current design rules.
8. The order of languages may be reversed if required.

REVISIONS
1. Redrawn, drw. no. chgd. from W/O/WM 329 12.10.87
2. Redrawn, drw. no. chgd. from W/O/WM 544.4 30.1.89
3. Redrawn, 'x'—hts and legend amended 15.9.95
4. Redrawn & notes amended 19.11.99
5. Variants added 6.11.03
6. Variants amended 26.10.05
7. Before using this drawing, consult the TRRL Committee that it has not been superseded.
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